COMPARISON OF TWO LOAD FLOW APPROXIMATION METHODS FOR DISTRIBUTION PLANNING
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ABSTRACT
The integration of no-network planning alternatives into distribution system planning tools requires a proper modelling of load and generation behaviours within network calculation. To capture the operational aspects that can affect the planning stage, the time variability of demand and generation has to be explicitly represented in the planning calculations. Moreover, to reduce the computational burden and take account of the uncertain production and consumption of electricity, stochastic models have to be implemented. Two approaches are commonly proposed in the scientific literature: the clustering of demand and generation variability in a year taking account of the occurrence probability of each cluster, and the identification of typical daily profiles that characterise the weekly and seasonal customers’ behaviour during a year modelling their uncertainties through suitable probability density functions.

In the paper, the comparison of these two approaches have been shown, underlining qualities and faults (e.g., accuracy, computational time burden, their applicability). The comparison has been performed considering a realistic distribution network, in presence of distributed generation (DG).

INTRODUCTION
The increasing presence of DG together with load growth, and the development of information and communication technologies (ICT) are driving the evolution of electricity distribution from passive to active distribution networks. This revolution is deeply changing the common approach adopted to plan, design and operate the distribution networks. Indeed, the typical utility planning procedures, based on network reinforcement to cope with the worst-case scenario (“Fit & Forget” approach”), can bring today to excessive investments justified only by critical operating conditions that are extremely rare to happen. Therefore, as underlined by the scientific community [1] and remarked by the recent European “Winter Package” [2], it is essential to go beyond this traditional planning perspective by choosing modern methodologies able to include among the planning solutions the potential support coming from the integration of new technologies and the active management of Distributed Energy Resources (DER).

In order to incorporate operation into the distribution network planning, the behaviour of the customers cannot be still represented with a simple snapshot (average or worst-case conditions) but their temporal variability has to be modelled within network calculations. Indeed, the effectiveness of some Smart Grid (SG) solutions (like online network reconfiguration, reactive control, demand response, management of energy storage systems, …), their frequency of application to solve operational issues (e.g. line overcurrent or excessive voltage deviation) and their correct sizing can be estimated only by taking into account the different load and generation operations within the day, along the week and among the seasons. An exact assessment would require the execution of a load flow calculation sequentially for each operating point over one or several years), but this approach is unfeasible for planning studies, due to computation time constraints. For this reason, suitable simplifications are proposed in order to reduce the computational burden and preserve the quality of the solutions.

A second important aspect of these new planning tools is the ability to correctly deal with all the uncertainties that can affect the distribution system planning scenario. Specifically, in this paper it has been considered the uncertainties on customers’ behaviour (intermittent power production from renewables, DER availability, and demand deviation). Stochastic models are used to represent these uncertainties, explicitly integrate the risk concept in the system design, and help planners to take objective and transparent decisions.

The aim of this paper is to compare the results of two MV distribution system planning tools, based on different data modelling techniques, on a realistic test case in terms of nodal voltages and line currents:

- The first tool uses a clustering of input data (generation and load) to reduce the number of load-flows, and associate an occurrence probability to each cluster to model the stochastic behaviour of customers;
- The second tool is based on the definition of typical daily profiles and implements a probabilistic load flow.
In this approach [7], a clustering method is used by EDF R&D to generate only a limited number of equivalent scenarios from multi-years’ time-series inputs for both load and generation. The method is based on a multi-dimensional clustering (one dimension for each type of input). Hence, the time correlation between inputs is taken into account. In short, the method consists of a 5-steps procedure:

1) Create a n-dimensional mesh (typically n=3 when considering, PV, wind generation and consumption). This mesh is characterized by the number of values in each dimensions, giving the total number of classes of the mesh. These classes are ordered and numbered.

2) Swipe and store input values into corresponding classes of the mesh,

3) Evaluate a weighting factor for each classes of the mesh. Once the sweeping procedure is completed, the weighting coefficient is given by the number of occurrences of the values in each class (number of time-steps/year).

4) Select a representative point (herein the barycentre of the points inside a given class) for each class having a non-zero weight. At this step, the representative points with their size are available as depicted in Fig. 1.

5) Launch load-flow calculations only on the representative points having non-zero weight.

The use of weighting coefficient enables to evaluate precisely the same quantities that would be evaluated using the time series approach, namely the over-current/over-voltage constraint rate/year, the yearly amount of line losses and, when alternatives to grid reinforcement are considered, the amount of curtailed energy/year of reactive power injected/year, etc. Such approach requires much fewer calculations compared to the analysis of the input pattern. It is in fact up to 50–100 times faster without worsening the level of accuracy [7].

The choice of the mesh is empirical, as the results do not linearly follow the number of simulations (dependent upon the size of the mesh). The mesh can also be made finer or coarser in one dimension, depending on the impact of the dimension (load or generation for instance) on output results. A further possible refinement is to build a mesh that is not completely uniform: if the classes on the outer edges are made smaller it is then possible to better simulate these extreme points and this can be useful in some cases. It could be noted that this approach allows reconstructing the time series of any output variable. To do that, an additional step is added to the pre-processing algorithms: a time series signal is created whilst sweeping the input variables. This signal indicates the class associated with each point of the input time series. This signal allows the reconstruction of the outputs time series.
Identification of typical daily profiles approach

The adoption of typical daily patterns to represent the behaviour of distribution network customers in a year (or in different seasons, between workdays and weekends, …) allows representing the time variability of demand and generation in the planning calculations. Typical days are then divided into elementary intervals (e.g., one minute, five minutes, fifteen minutes or one hour) and the network calculations are repeated sequentially for each of them. The chronological representation of the events allows better modelling actions that need to be assessed in more sequential intervals/states (storage and demand response actions). All these discretization options are useful at the planning stage to highlight the capability of the active management to prevent some constraint violations, deferring possible network investments. A fine discretization can capture some extreme operational conditions that would be smoothed with a rough representation but, generally, the risk of disregarding them in the planning decision can be acceptable compared to the increase of computation burden. For the above reasons, a time step of one hour is commonly used to represent load and generation profiles and to analyses the impact of operation strategies in the planning studies [1], [3].

This approach is proposed in [8], [9]. The tool developed allows the decision maker to perform integrated planning studies (e.g. find the optimal DG arrangement for an existing network) and use this result to plan the medium-term optimal network development and thus identify the optimal network evolution in a given study period with the optimal amount of DG placed in the most convenient points can be found. The tool makes use of graphical and mathematical decision techniques, considers explicitly uncertainties and risks and allows the consideration of multiple and diverse solutions. Such tool can be a useful aid in making decisions in present uncertain and mutable scenarios.

Probabilistic Load Flow Calculation

Load and generation profiles are inherently uncertain. The uncertainty is modelled by representing each point of the profile as a stochastic variable described by a Gaussian distribution. This representation is valid for modelling the load behaviour and it is generally accepted in planning studies for renewables, even if this approximation can become less founded when the DG penetration is high. The main advantage of this assumption is the possibility to implement a simplified PLF to avoid the increasing of the computation time, during the analysis of each network alternative examined by the heuristic algorithm [8], [9]. In the calculation, some proper approximations are introduced, and the radial operating structure of the system is considered. These choices allow significantly simplifying the general techniques used in transmission systems. In this case the following assumptions can be made [9]:
- correlation between loads is linear or null;
- if traditional generators are present (like gas turbine or small industrial combined heat and power plants), no correlation is assumed among them, because no dispatching action for distribution network is considered. If the generators are fed by renewable energy sources (PV plants of wind turbines) correlations may exist due to the relative small distances among them in a MV network and the consequent similar ambient and weather conditions (same solar irradiation or wind speed). In this case, if necessary, the correlation is considered linear.
- local correlations between generators and loads are modelled with linear dependence.

When the power in each node is known, it is possible to calculate nodal currents, by using the nominal voltage. Thus, the voltage in every node can be determined directly, by using nodal currents like random variables, with the equation (1):

$$ [V] = [Z] \cdot [I] $$

where $Z$ denotes the impedance matrix.

This approach considers the real and imaginary parts of the nodal current by means of their expected value and standard deviation. By substituting current expected values in system (1), the expected values of the real and imaginary parts of nodal voltages are determined. In order to calculate the nodal voltage variances, it is necessary to substitute in equation (1) the current standard deviations instead of the mean values. Then it is possible to calculate the branch currents simply dividing the corresponding branch voltage drop by the branch impedance. Real and imaginary parts of a branch voltage drop have to be calculated separately by combining the expected values and the standard deviations of the voltage at the edge extremes. Once known the currents flowing in each branch and the voltage of each node through their corresponding PDF (Probability Density Function), it is possible to choose the correct size of each conductor and to verify all the technical constraints (like the voltage profile), taking into account the uncertainties associated to these electrical variables.

CASE STUDY

Description of the case study

For the analysis, two feeders (showed in Fig. 1), presenting different characteristics have been selected. Feeder A (light blue line in Fig. 1) is a typical rural feeder, characterised by long overhead lines with low load demand and 1 generator of 7.2 MVA; while Feeder B is characterised by short buried lines and a high load demand (urban type) and 6.9, MVA wind generator. The feeders’ characteristics are summarized in Table 1.

From each feeder, the nodes and the branches supposed to be more critical in the network (i.e., final nodes, nodes where the generators are installed, bifurcation) are
Considered.

Table 1. Main characteristics of the feeders analysed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Feeder A</th>
<th>Feeder B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Num. of Sec. Substations</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Num. of Lines</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OHL lines length</td>
<td>50 km</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buried lines length</td>
<td>17 km</td>
<td>4.11 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total length</td>
<td>67 km</td>
<td>4.11 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P load installed</td>
<td>11.63 MW</td>
<td>12.85 MW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P gen installed</td>
<td>6.9 MVA</td>
<td>7.2 MVA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The data considered are three years of 10-min load/generation profiles at the primary substation scale. Following a top down approach, the profiles have been dispatched between all the loads and generators proportionally to their nominal power.

Considering the clustering methodology, an 8*8*8 mesh (wind*PV*load) is used and requires 311 load-flow calculations in PowerFactory. This number is lower than the theoretical number of load flows (8*8*8 = 512), because several classes are not observed in the input profiles, and therefore not calculated.

Regarding the typical days approach, the PLF has been performed varying the numbers of typical days considered:
- 1 typical day (that means 24 PLF);
- 8 typical days: 2 typical days (working/holiday) per season (192 PLF);
- 12 typical days: 3 typical days (working day/Saturday and Sunday) per season (288 PLF);
- 36 typical days: 3 typical days (working day/Saturday and Sunday) per month (864 PLF calculation).

In particular, for the generation profiles, the generators have been modelled with their typical daily generation profiles that take into account the unpredictability of the primary source by means of normal PDF. In particular, wind generation is represented with a constant mean output power and a high standard deviation, equal in each hour. On the contrary, the photovoltaic plants have a growing production in the morning, a decreasing production in the afternoon and no production during the night. Their standard deviations are variable hourly (low in the sunrise and sunset, and high in the midday hours).

In order to obtain the quantiles, the mean value and the standard deviation are combined considering the occurrence of the day during a year.

**Qualitative comparison of the approaches**

The typical-day approach, compared to the clustering method, has the advantage of taking into account the correlations between consecutive time steps. Therefore, it allows a better modelling of levers with time-step dependency (e.g. storage and demand response). Other levers, such as distributed generation curtailment, can still be addressed by the clustering approach using results post-processing [10].

**Comparison of the methods’ accuracy**

The results obtained using the two methodologies are then compared with the reference, which is built performing the sequential exact load flow calculations at a 10-minute time step (157000 load flow calculations) with Power Factory. Fig. 2 shows the box plot of three representative nodes of the network: N1 (Feeder A), N2 (where the wind generator is located in Feeder B) and N3 (where the generator of Feeder B is located), with blue, yellow and green box and whisker respectively, considering the two different approaches (clustering CLS, and typical days TD with different numbers of typical days) and the benchmark value (REF). Each box represents the extreme values, the 10th quantile, the median and the 90th quantile. From the figure it is possible to see that the clustering allows a good representation of the voltage in the nodes (both the median and the extremes quantiles); while in the second approach, increasing the number of typical days lowers the difference with the exact calculation, both for the median and the last quantiles.

Table 2 summarizes the error in the voltage evaluation of the two approaches compared to the reference values in the three nodes.
time series load flow calculation (157680 load flow calculations) performed with Digsilent PowerFactory. The accuracy of both voltage and current results is higher for the clustering method, which uses less hypotheses on the generation and load profiles. Therefore, this method looks more suitable for planning studies on present-day and near future distribution grids. However, this method is unable to easily account for time dependency. Thus, for prospective studies, the use of typical day profiles could be more suitable. The approach based on the PLF is a promising method, which is limited by the assumption of normal distributions of loads and generation profiles and the load flow linearization. Another comparison between the tools should be made considering feeders with PV generators; it will allow evaluating if their behaviours are properly modelled.
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